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But… The Seven-Tailed Heavenly Fox, this legendary ferocious beast, was actually Duan Yue’s contract 

beast that he had never summoned before. 

 

“Chestnut, these people are all your food.” Duan Yue pointed directly at the Luotian Prefecture’s men 

on the mountain path. 

 

“Thank you, Master. I can finally eat my fill!” A cruel glint flashed past the Seven-Tailed Heavenly Fox’s 

eyes. It abruptly moved its humongous body and pounced towards the people on the mountain path. 

 

A bunch of Luotian Prefecture blockheads were presently daydreaming about benefiting from others’ 

dispute. 

 

They knew that Shuntian Prefecture and Anyi Prefecture’s men had already arrived first. They purposely 

came later so that they could fish in troubled waters after the fighting had pretty much died down. 

 

It couldn’t be helped, as their Luotian Prefecture lost out slightly to Shuntian Prefecture and Anyi 

Prefecture’s forces. Since fortune favors the bold, Luotian Prefecture’s manager had mobilized his brains 

and staked it all on this plan to obtain the sacred water. 

 

However, it was unfortunate that they encountered Duan Yue and Mo Lian. 

 

After all, enraged men don’t have any rationality to speak of. 

 

At the same time the Seven-Tailed Heavenly Fox ran down the mountain to subdue the Luotian 

Prefecture’s men, the golden dragon had also arrived. 

 

The Seven-Tailed Heavenly Fox spat out a mouthful of reddish-purple lightning, and it was followed by a 

raging inferno that covered the earth and blotted out the skies. 



 

That acute aching feeling… don’t even mention it! 

 

The Seven-Tailed Heavenly Fox and the golden dragon practically killed a large portion of Luotian 

Prefecture’s forces upon clashing. Duan Yue also didn’t sit out on the bullying and quickly followed up 

with a large batch of concealed weapons. 

 

Luotian Prefecture’s manager had already been sheared to the point that he was about to suspect life. 

 

Could it be that these youths from the Lower Star Domain were born as monsters? They could even 

sense the five spirits and contract with such powerful beasts in such a place as the Lower Star Domain? 

They were way more outstanding than those so-called prodigies in their Middle Six Prefectures! 

 

Why? This didn’t conform to the laws of the Star Domain. Was this suitable? 

 

Mo Lian was currently filled with an immense rage that he had nowhere to expel. His fingers ruthlessly 

clutched the neck of the Luotian Prefecture’s manager as he questioned severely, “Tell me, why did you 

come to the Holy Water Sect? From where did you receive the news?” 

 

The Luotian Prefecture’s manager was practically about to cry. It seemed like he had brought a group of 

people here only to look for a beating, wuwuwu! 

 

Luotian Prefecture’s manager, who felt that he was extremely wronged, quickly elucidated with 

sincerity, “Our Luotian Prefecture had planted a spy in Shuntian Prefecture. We were informed a few 

days ago that the Shuntian Prefecture was up to something unusual. It was only after a secret inquiry 

that we found out that sacred water had appeared within the Holy Water Sect. Will this young master 

spare my life! We only came to see if there were easy pickings and didn’t have bad intentions at all.” 

 

“Shuntian Prefecture! We want you all to have neither the mercy of life nor death!” A strong murderous 

intent burst forth from Mo Lian’s eyes. With a light swipe of his slender sword, the head of Luotian 

Prefecture’s manager severed from his neck. 



 

These past days, Five Moon City’s citizens had been on tenterhooks the entire time. 

 

A terrifying commotion would occur every few days over at the Holy Water Sect’s snowy peaks. 

Booming and thunderous snowstorms would sound again and again. 

 

The weak common people didn’t dare to go and check. On the other hand, Five Moon City’s City Lord 

Wu Mantian had already sent people to examine the situation many times, but the results were always 

the same. 

 

There was not a soul in sight at the Holy Water Sect. 

 

Such a large sect had toppled in an instant. Wu Mantian and his madam lamented with sighs, and they 

sent people to Xianghe Village to cursorily bury the villagers’ skeletal remains. 

 

Day after day, and month after month. Five Moon City seemed to have settled down as the Holy Water 

Sect incident faded from the common people’s memories. 

 

But in fact, in places unknown to commoners, a foul and bloody storm had struck again and again with 

vengeance. 


